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- - - SEARCH FOR MULTIPLE TARGETS - -  In visual search, guidance processes save us time by enabling observers to quickly
discard/ignore target-dissimilar items (e.g., ignore green cars when looking for a blue sedan),
and object identification processing is used for fine-grained discrimination of target-similar
items.
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- - - RESULTS, EXPERIMENT 1 - -  Bayes factors: 1 – 3.2 are scarce evidence; 3.2 – 10 are
substantial; 10 – 100 are strong; >100 are decisive.
 We found decisive evidence for a dual-target cost in RTs (BF =
7.34 X 10493), and decisive evidence for longer RTs to simpler
stimuli (BF = 4.98 X 10225).
 Group level CapCo analyzed using the Houpt-Townsend
capacity test (Houpt & Townsend, 2012).

 Bears/butterflies: Decisively non-zero capacity zscores, indicating performance above the UCIP
baseline (BF = 862,899).

 Diagnostic features are encapsulated in a “target template.” If looking for multiple targets,
the number of features that are considered–when accepting or rejecting potential targets–
grows (see Hout & Goldinger, 2015). For example, simultaneously looking for a blue sedan
and red SUV.

 Landolt Cs: Scarce evidence that z-scores were
different from zero (BF = 1.91).

 Looking for multiple targets incurs costs in speed and accuracy, due at least in part to a
breakdown of guidance (Menneer et al., 2012; Hout & Goldinger, 2010, 2012).
 How does the visual system decide whether a given object is one of two potential
targets? Does dual-target search impair object identification processes?
 We focused on object identification by using presenting one object per trial. Rejection speed
measured the time taken to decide that an object was neither of the targets.

PROCEDURE

 In separate sessions, people looked for two different Landolt Cs,
or for teddy bears and butterflies. There were three blocks of
trials: One block of looking for the first target, one for the
second, and one looking for both simultaneously (in
counterbalanced order across participants).
 Pictures were centrally presented; participants used a response
box to rapidly indicate whether each item was a target or a
distractor.
 Experiment 1: two Cs among distractor Cs; one bear and one
butterfly among bears/butterflies.

Stimuli used in both experiments.

 Experiment 2: two bears among other bears; two butterflies
among other butterflies.

- - - THE CAPACITY COEFFICIENT - -  The capacity coefficient (CapCo) is a mathematical framework that can be used to
distinguish parallel from serial processing (e.g., Townsend & Wenger, 2004).
 We expect slower RTs in dual-target search, but –because waiting for two random
processes to finish requires more time than a single random process– this shouldn’t
necessarily be taken as evidence against parallel processing.
 The CapCo evaluates the extent of the slow-down between single- and dual-target search by
providing a ratio of rejection time across conditions.
 CapCo = 1: The speed of comparison for each potential target is unaffected by a second
target under consideration; RT increases in dual-target search are attributable to statistical
inhibition. This is the unlimited capacity independent parallel (UCIP) baseline.
 CapCo < 1: Having to compare an object against two potential
targets slows down and impairs processing. Limited capacity.

Capacity functions from Experiment 1.

 Findings were mirrored at the participant level: In
bears/butterflies, 48 of 88 participants performed
significantly better than UCIP, and for Landolt Cs,
only 24 performed better.

- - - RESULTS, EXPERIMENT 2 - -  Uncontrolled categorical variation removed in Experiment 2
by having people search for two bears among other bears,
and two butterflies among other butterflies.
 Decisive evidence for a dual-target cost (BF = 4.36 X 10365).
 Strong evidence that search for bears produced non-zero
capacity coefficients (BF = 80), indicating performance
above the UCIP baseline; scarce, but positive, evidence for
butterflies (BF = 1.37).
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P{T12 ≤ t} = P{T1 ≤ t} X P{T2 ≤ t}
Logarithm of equation 1: K12(t) = K1(t) + K2(t) Schematic illustration of processing
that leads to different CapCo outcomes.
CAND(t) = [K1(t) + K2(t)] / K12(t)

RTs from Experiment 2.

 At the individual level, 44 of 90 people performed
significantly better than UCIP when searching for bears, and
41 did so when searching for butterflies.

- - - CONCLUSION - -  We routinely search for multiple targets at once (e.g.,
looking for two cars in a busy parking lot, TSA screeners
looking for guns, knives, explosives).
 Does dual-target search break down object identification
processing or just guidance processes? …it depends!

Capacity functions from Experiment 2.

 When stimuli are simple, people perform at (or below) an unlimited capacity independent
parallel baseline, but when the objects have many features, observers perform at supercapacity.
 Shouldn’t complex stimuli be harder to identify? Not necessarily, because complexity
comes with more features that can be used to invalidate (reject) distractors.
 Simulation 1: Having more features does not increase the CapCo. Simulation 2: When two
objects share more individuating features, the CapCo increases!
 When looking for a blue sedan and red
SUV, color is an individuating feature.
Green cars can therefore be quickly
dismissed as neither of the targets.

 CapCo > 1: Observers can perform better than the UCIP
baseline, indicating the processing of shared features
simultaneously. Super-capacity.
 UCIP model estimated using rejection RTs in single-target
search; CapCo measured in cumulative reverse hazard
functions.

RTs from Experiment 1.

Simulated capacity functions for varied numbers of features
(above), and varied shared features (below).

 Capacity increases when targets share
individuating features; resources are
saved by comparing each feature with
both targets at once, rather than as
parallel, independent processes.
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